Abstract -The aim was to determine if patients with writer's cramp (WC) have abnormalities in kinesthetic motor imagery of hand movements. We timed the execution and simulation of a "finger tap task" and a "writing task" in 9 patients with simple WC and 9 matched healthy controls. In the "finger tap task, patients tended to be slower than controls to execute without vision (p=0.190) and to simulate the movements (p=0.094). In the "writing task", patients were slower than controls to execute writing with vision (p=0.0001) and without vision of the movements (p=0.0001) and to mentally simulate it (p=0.04). Patients were slower to execute writing than to simulate it (p=0.021) In general, there were not significant correlations between times of execution and simulation of both tasks. In conclusion, patients with WC seem to have slowing in the processes of mental simulation of hand movements that is not specific for writing.
Kinestethic motor imagery (KMI) is the process of mental simulation of voluntary movements. There are many experimental findings demonstrating that a motor image is endowed with almost the same properties as those of the corresponding motor execution 1 . For instance, the timing of mental simulation of movements is described as closely similar 2, 3 to the real movement times 4 . Moreover, KMI activates cerebral areas involved in the execution of movements and the basal ganglia are one of the main regions activated 1, 5 . Dysfunctions of the basal ganglia due to neurological diseases like Parkinson's disease impair KMI 2 . It could be expected that other pathological processes affecting this system could also be associated with abnormalities in KMI. Writer's cramp (WC) is a common focal task-specific dystonia with an incompletely understood pathophysiology, but undoubtley linked to dysfunctions of the basal ganglia system 6 . WC is characterized by involuntary muscular contractions of the upper limb when the patient writes, that result in abnormal posturing, pain and loss of control of the pen 7 . Although the main motor abnormalities are evident during the execution of hand movements, there are neurophysiological and neuroimaging studies indicating that patients with WC also have disturbances in motor planning processes [8] [9] [10] [11] . In simple WC the motor abnormalities are present during writing, while the performance in oth-Writer's cramp: kinesthetic motor imagery Tumas and Sakamoto er manual tasks seems to be spared. The task-specificity of the motor disturbance suggests that the abnormalities in motor control may be linked to disruption of a specific motor plan or of a specific linkage between the motor program and its effector 6 . It was our aim to search for the presence of KMI abnormalities in paients with simple WC. We hypothesized that if there was a specific temporal slowing in the flow of motor subroutines during motor planning of writing, we should also expect a proportional time delay in the mental simulation of the hand movements.
METHOD

Patients and control subject
Consecutive patients with clinical diagnosis of simple WC with slight disability and legible handwriting that were able to perform the motor tasks carried out in our study were included. Dystonia was scored using the Burke-Fahn-Marsden dystonia rating scale 12 . For comparison, we evaluated healthy control subjects matched for age, sex and educational level that were tested under the same experimental conditions than the patients. All subjects gave written informed consent to participate in this study that was previously approved by the Local Ethics Committee.
The motor task
In a single experimental session subjects were requested to execute and simulate with the dominant hand two distinct manual motor tasks: the "finger tap task" and the "writing task". At the beginning of the session all subjects were briefly instructed and trained to execute both tasks until they could neatly execute them. Next, the subjects were trained for imagery of the manual tasks avoiding the execution of the movements. They were instructed to simulate the movements exactly as they had executed them. The training time was extended until subjects rated their movement imagination vividly with a score of at least 7 on a 0 to 10 visual analogue scale.
The performance of each subject was measured by the time spent to execute or mentally simulate the tasks (performance time -PT). During the experimental session, one of the authors (VT) ordered the subject to begin his performance at the same time as he activated a hand-held digital chronograph. When the performance was completed by the subject under assessment, he should say: "end", which was the signal for the examiner to stop the timing. The subjects were continuously monitored during their performances. During the execution of the tasks the examiner could reject the performance if he detected faulty execution of the task or if the subject took delayed to give the stop order to the examiner.
Each motor task was performed under three distinct conditions: (1) motor execution of the task under visual control of the movements (execution with vision); (2) motor execution of the task with eyes closed (execution without vision); (3) mental simulation of the task with eyes closed (simulation). Each subject performed the task 5 times in each condition. The simulation of the tasks was performed with the subject keeping the same posture as used for motor execution.
At the beginning of the experimental session each subject was randomly assigned to first perform the "finger tap task" or the "writing task". Then, the subject was supposed to complete the 5 performances for each of the 3 conditions (execution with vision, execution without vision or simulation), randomly concluding a total of 15 trials for each task. After that, he repeated the same procedure for the second task.
The "finger tap task"
Subjects were comfortably seated with the right elbow supported on a table, and they were instructed to touch the pad of the thumb with the pad of the second to the fifth fingers successively and repetitively for five times. The subject was instructed to open his fingers wide before each closure and to perform the closures accurately but as quickly as possible.
The "writing task" Subjects were comfortably seated with the right forearm supported on a table and holding a standardized pen in their habitual writing position. A blank sheet of paper (letter size) was fixed to the table with scotch tape and positioned according to each subject's choice. They were instructed to write using cursive style a standardized sentence: "Ribeirão Preto, 1 de janeiro de 2007", as quickly but as legibly and neatly as possible.
During the execution of the motor tasks the non-dominant hand was allowed to rest in the most confortable position for the subject but without touching any upper body part.
Statistical analysis
The PT were calculated as the mean of the set of 5 measures of performance in each condition. We used the non-parametric Friedman test and the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests for comparisons of PT within groups, and the Mann-Whitney test for comparisons between groups. We also calculated the correlations between the PTs in each group using the Spearman's correlation coefficient. Statistical level of significance was set at p<0.05.
RESULTS
We included 9 right-handed WC patients, 5 males and 4 females aged 23 to 56 years (mean: 34.3 years) with total dystonia score ranging from 1 to 2. They were not taking any symptomatic medication for dystonia nor had they been previously injected with botulinum toxin. All had a high educational level and presented abnormal posturing only during writing, without functional problems with other manual tasks. Their neurological examination was otherwise normal, except for the task-specific dystonia. For comparison we evaluated 9 right-handed healthy subjects, 5 males and 4 females, ranging in age from 24 to 60 years (mean: 35.1 years) and matched for educational level.
All subjects were able to perform both motor tasks without complaining of significant fatigue. They did not complain of any difficulty for imagery of the tasks. Patients and controls did not present involuntary movements of their arms or hands during the mental simulation of any of either.
In the course of performing the "finger tap task", some subjects failed to repeat correctly the 5 consecutive sequences of tapping the thumb against the second through the fifth fingers. All the wrong sequences were excluded from the trial and the performance was immediately repeated. There were 90 effective and 23 excluded trials. Ten of these trials were excluded from controls. Most excluded trials involved the execution of the task without vision of the movements (60.86%). There were no failures during the execution of the "writing task" or in giving the order to stop the timing after finishing the execution of the task.
Patients and controls had some similarities in their performances in the "finger tap task" (Fig 1) . There were not significant differences between them for motor execution of the task with vision of the movements (p=0.666). However, patients with WC had a tendency to be slower than controls for the motor execution without vision (p=0.190) and specialy for the mental simulation of the movements (p=0.094). Patients and controls were significantly slower to mentally simulate (patients p=0.008, controls p=0.012) and to execute the "finger tap task" without visual control of the movements (patients p=0.008, controls p=0.015), than to execute the task with vision of the movements. Moreover, patients were also slower to mentally simulate the movements than to execute the task without vision of the movements (p=0.008).
Patients and controls differed significantly in their performances in the "writing task" (Fig 2) . Patients with WC were slower than controls to execute writing with vision of the movements (p=0.0001), without vision of the movements (p=0.0001) and also to mentally simulate writing (p=0.04). The PTs of the control subjects in the "writing task" were not significantly different in the three conditions of performance (p=0.05) whereas the PTs of the patients with WC patients were longer for motor execution with vision (p=0.021) and without vision (p=0.021) of the movements than for the mental simulation of the "writing task".
We found strong correlations between the times spent for execution with vision and without vision of the movemens for the finger tap task and for the writing task for patients and controls (Table) . Otherwise, there were not significant correlations between the times spent for execution and for simulation of the writing task by patients and controls and for the finger tap task by controls. However, patients with WC had significant correlations for simulation and for execution of the finger tap task. Fig 
Box plot showing the performances of WC patients and healthy controls in the "finger tap task". The performances of patients and controls did not differed significantly but patients with WC had a tendency to be slower than controls for the motor execution without vision (p=0.190) and specialy for the mental simulation of the movements (p=0.094). Patients and controls were significantly slower to mentally simulate and to execute the task without visual control of the movements than to execute the task with vision of the movements. Moreover, patients were also slower to mentally simulate the movements than to execute the task without vision of the movements. Fig 2. Box plot showing the performances of WC patients and healthy controls in the "writing task". Patients with WC were slower than controls to execute writing with vision of the movements, without vision of the movements and also to mentally simulate writing. The time spent by controls to execute and simulate the task did not differed significantly, while patients with WC were slower to execute writing than to mentally simuate it.
DISCUSSION
In this study we found that patients with WC were slower than control subjects to execute and also to simulate a writing task. Otherwise, they also had a tendency to be slower to simulate a simple repetitive finger tap task, despite their performances in the motor execution of this task were very close to that attained by the healthy control subjects. These findings suggest that in WC there is a significant slowing in the mental process enrolled in the KMI, and that motor imagery may unmasks subclinical involvement of other apparently unaffected manual tasks.
KMI is an introspective kinesthetic feeling of moving the limb as to mentally reproduce its own execution. Its physiological basis shows several parallels with motor execution 1 . Functional studies showed that KMI activates almost the same cerebral areas involved in movement, and some intrinsic physiological features of the movements are also preserved during KMI 1, 3, 13 . It is argued that one of these preserved features is the high resemblance between the time spent to execute and to simulate the same movement, supporting the view that KMI and motor execution share common neural structures 2, 3, 5, 14 . It is thought that KMI is encoded in an internal program that relies in the same representations of motor execution and keeps untouched the temporal relationship between them, so that the time spent to simulate or to execute an action should be similar 1, 4, 15, 16 . Despite the strong agreement about this topic in the literature, we did not find significant correlations between the times spent to execute and to simulate the hand movements in healthy controls. We were not able to explain this unexpected finding. However, our results in healthy subjets were very close to that obtained in previous studies with similar design 2 . The main clinical abnormalities in WC are present during the execution of hand movements, when the dystonic contractions would be produced by an improper functioning of a sensorimotor link which could lead to abnormalities in the control of the movement 17 . Slowness for writing seems to be mainly related to the clumsiness for the execution of movements due to the abnormal muscular contractions [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . However, during KMI, the motor pathways are only partially activated and probably could not account for the abnormalities that we observed. The fact that the the mental effort to simulate handwriting could not elicit involuntary muscle contractions in our patients, suggest that the mechanisms of muscular activity blockade during simulation of movement was not impaired in simple WC. So, we would not expect at first that peripheral influences could had intervened with the process of KMI 1, 3 . Then, our findings suggest that part of the motor slowness observed during writing in WC patients may be due to a primary slowing in the motor planning processes.
There are sufficient data indicating that patients with WC present many abnormalities preceding the execution of the movements [8] [9] [10] [11] . The task-specific character of the disease also suggests that the abnormalities may be directly linked to dysfunctions of a specific motor plan or in the linkage between the motor plan and its proper efector, or both 6 . The mechanism associated with slowing of kinesthetic imagery in patients with WC is unknown. Functional studies suggest that basal ganglia are involved in the process of KMI 1, 13 , and there are reports showing that the pathological involvement of this system may induce abnormalities in KMI. Some studies demonstrated that patients with Parkinson's disease were slower than normal subjects regarding mental simulation of simple hand movements and rotational tasks 2, 16 . However in WC there are many findings indicating that in addition to the basal ganglia there are abnormalities in primary motor cor- tex, prefrontal motor areas and also in the somatosensory areas [24] [25] [26] , and there appear to be distinct cortico-subcortical neural circuits involved in imagined movements including bilateral premotor, prefrontal, supplementary motor and left parietal areas 27 . The primary motor cortex is not the main suspected area for KMI slowing since it is not essential for imagery, and we know that damage restricted to the primary motor area does not result in impairment of KMI 3, 28 . Somatosensory areas are also dysfunctional in focal hand dystonia and we cannot definitely rule out their participation in KMI deficits, since parietal lesions were found to disturb the chronometry of imagined finger movements despite the fact that parietal activation is often absent during kinesthetic imagery of simple movements 3, 15 . Our preferential hypothesis was that the kinesthetic KMI abnormalities in WC are due to dysfunctions in the prefrontal motor areas produced by abnormal striatofrontal projections since the posterior SMA and the premotor cortex seems to be the predominant areas involved in movement imagery 3 . Previous activation studies in patients with dystonia have failed to show abnormalities during mental simulation of movements 24 . However, recent findings showed that patients with WC were slower than controls in performing a visual imagery task involving rotations of the hands but not of the feet 29 . Visual imagery must be differentiated from kinesthetic motor imagery since do not activate the motor system as the later 3 . In addition, functional MRI studies have shown abnormalities in cortical activation during imagination of hands movements in secondary dystonia 14 . These findings are converging to demonstrate that patients with WC have a global impairment in KMI that is worst for the task and body area affected by the abnormal movements. The finding that our patients with simple WC also had a tendency for slower simulation of the finger tap task may disclose a subclinical involvement of other manual tasks.
In our experiment, the variable evaluated was the time spent to perform and to simulate each motor sequence, what is a very simple way to study a complex cognitive phenomenon. However, we may argue that the expected low sensitivity of this method just strengthened our findings. Our observations in normal subjects were very close to those reported by some previous studies, suggesting that our findings are reliable 2 . Another critical point is that it is pratically impossible to control for the quality of imagery. We tried to overcome possible timing errors during acquisition of KMI by including subjects with high educational level, subjectively checking their sensation of vividness of the simulated movements and closely check the compliance of individuals to promptly advise the exact moment when the simulation was ended.
We also need to stand out an alternative hypotheis for our findings that can not be completely ruled out. It is possible that the slowing in the simulation of writing in patients with WC may only represent a proportional readaptation of the internal simulation of the movements to the slowing of the execution of the movements. This adaptative response would be due to an internal control system that would mediate a change in the simulation times that would be proportional to the slowing in the execution times 16 . We can argue against this hypothesis that we disclosed slowing in the simulation of the finger tap task by patients with WC without any accompanying slowing in the execution of the movements. Also, there was not correlation between the times spent to write and to simulate writing by patients, what was predicted by this hypothesis.
In conclusion, patients with WC seem to have slowing in the processes of mental simulation of hand movements that is not specific for writing.
